Abstract
Introduction
The parallel GIS (David, 1996) always focus on a single special subject, but the digital city can integrate a lot of GIS applications. The computation and the storage are more complex in the digital city than in the single subject GIS application. There are no parallel digital cities now. And although temporal dimension concept has been brought forward in GIS (Thrift, 1977) for a long time, but the temporal dimension has not been introduced into digital city for the limitation of serial computing.
The spatial dimension is incomplete in the current digital city for the limitation of computation capacity. There are digital cities that focus on the city sky or the city surface or the city underground, but there are no digital cities that can integrate the city sky, the city surface and the city underground together. Although some researchers have suggested that the three parts should be integrated by TIN, it is just a theoretic scheme without implementation. For the computation requirement of the digital city will be higher after integrating the three parts together and cannot be deal with by the serial computer. Therefore the parallel computing technology can be used to speed up the digital city and is the key of the spatial-temporal integration and the real-time update. Parallel computing systems can be a supercomputer designed especially with a number of processor, or be a computer cluster composed of a number of relatively independent computers interconnected by a certain way (Jack, 2005 ).
Upgrading Program Structure
The upgrade approach for the existing program structure of the digital city system will be illustrated as following. 
Upgrading Data Structure
Once the program structure is upgraded, the data structure can be upgraded accordingly. The data structure should be divided according to the division of process, and be distributed to the corresponding process. This data structure can be the struct, the array and the pointer, but the data structure should be packed into the data format that MPI required for sending and receiving when shared between the processes. The data structures in different processes can be shared through communication. Such communication can be achieved by MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. The temporal data structure usually stores the data of the spatial-temporal relationships or the spatial-temporal data results. 
Upgrading Database
The databases are stored in the disks, and the data structures are stored in the memories. Therefore, the database is a map of data structure, and when the database is upgraded, data structure should be upgraded correspondingly.
However, the traditional database of the digital city usually uses the centralized disks to store all spatialnatural data besides a spatial-natural unit stored by the data structure. The upgraded database should be the network storage, which enables the data tables corresponding to the data structure can be accessed by the entire nearest spatial-temporal component. Therefore, the data tables divided according to the divisions of the watch objects should be stored in the disks nearby corresponding spatial-temporal components. The temporal database usually stores the data of the spatial-temporal relationships or the spatialtemporal data results. 
Upgrading Display Mechanisms
The parallel digital city includes the visual part, including the input-read, the store, the process, the output-display.
In order to enable tens of thousands of users to use a digital city at the same time, the digital city will have to show the results to all users. Microsoft's virtual earth and Google earth store data in the server and the system is installed in each user's client. When the users access to the virtual earth, the data is transmitted from the server to the client and be processed and the results will displayed on the client screen. In this way, the data transmission need consume a lot of time for delay, for the server is often too far away from the clients. At the same time, Google earth and Microsoft's virtual earth's client software are simple, so they only occupy very small computing resources and memory resources. If add the temporal dimension and other complex applications such as real-time simulation of traffic into the digital city, the requirements of computing power and storage capacity are very high, and cannot be deal with by the user's client computer, but must by supercomputers and computer clusters.
So the parallel display mode is that the display content will be sent from the parallel processes visited by the client computers to the corresponding client computers directly. Thus the spatial-temporal data and the spatial-temporal operation all are in the server computers, which cuts the communication cost. At the same time the computing power and the storage capacity are scalable and maintainable. What's more, the display result is transmitted to the client computer in image forms which cost little communication.
Conclusions
The parallel computing technology can be used to speed up the digital city and is the key of the spatialtemporal integration and the real-time update. This article provided the approaches of upgrading program structure, data structure, database, display mechanism of digital city to realize parallel digital city from traditional digital city based on parallel computing.
